President’s Letter

Hello fellow Trusters!

A short note to let you know how things are going.

We are now offering twice weekly tours on Hassel Island and we will add more tours as demand grows. Please feel free to contact our office for special custom group tours and we will try to accommodate your request.

We also offer downtown historic walking tours and anticipate having these available every day that there are a lot of cruise ships in port. We will hopefully be adding the Fort to these tours as we now have permission from DPNR to access the interior to conduct tours.

The 2013 Halloween Gala was a great success. See the last page of this newsletter issue for some photos from the event. Thank you to Filippo Casinelli for all the incredibly hard work he did to organize the Gala. From ad sales to the solicitation of silent auction items. His presence on our Board will be sorely missed. Thanks to Penny Woods for the Silent Auction which she also worked very hard on soliciting, organizing and supervizing the night of the event. Thanks to all of the businesses that placed ads in our Gala booklet. This special event is our largest fund raising event of the year.

It is time to renew your membership to the St. Thomas Historical Trust. You can easily do this by going to our website: http://www.stthomashistoricaltrust.org/membership-paypal.php.

Your President,

Ronnie

Ronnie Lockhart

Our Mission Statement...

To identify, protect and preserve the historical identity, structures and sites, and cultural heritage of St. Thomas through education, advocacy and promotion.
The following ran in the Daily News June 18 and July 2, 1973

NISSEN’S DIARY
An eye witness account of happenings in St. Thomas during the period 1792-1837

1793
The significance of St. Thomas in respect to trade and navigation rose materially in this year and the number of inhabitants increased. The war in Europe had much influence on the West Indies. Produce rose in price and the sale of merchandise became important. A great many goods were sent to Europe and the vessels returned laden with produce. A large number of houses and stores were built. 104 persons became burghers and many foreigners resorted to St. Thomas.

Early in the morning of August 13, the weather indicated a hurricane and from 8 o’clock in the forenoon to 12 o’clock at night, it raged with dreadful violence. At 7 o’clock in our yard, were raised by the wind over the tops of the large coconut tree and disappeared. No one was able to go out, and it was impossible to resist the force of the wind which threw down the strongest men. The spray of the sea, mixing with the rain, beat and scourged the face to such a degree to make it bleed.

At 2 o’clock P.M., when the winds abated a little, we were able to open a door or a window. The sight was dreadful. Of more than 47 vessels, large and small, that had been lying in the harbor, only 1 brig and a schooner were left. The brig was called the “Jane”, from Altona. Many were lying onshore, thrown upon the King’s Wharf or in the Main Street and in store yards.

For some time after, no one was able to walk the streets which were blocked by fragments of houses, furniture, etc. Many persons lost their lives by this hurricane, especially such as belonged to the shipping. The English ship, mentioned before, as well as another English slaver lying in the harbor, were totally lost and a great many persons aboard them perished.

In the country, on the estates, the hurricane had done a great deal of damage. Many houses were blown down, many lime trees were lost and numbers of cattle destroyed. The scene of destruction throughout town and country and in the harbor presented a horrid spectacle. Much of the shipping, especially schooners and sloops which had been thrown on shore, were recovered and repaired, but a great number of vessels were entirely lost. Never had I experienced such a sight. I had seen many storms and floods in Altona, but none to be compared to this hurricane. The most experienced navigator, who had been exposed to severe storms and bad weather at sea, had no idea of the violence of such a hurricane.

The wind veers frequently and blows from every point of the compass. The anchors and cables of the vessels become fouled from the continual drifting of the small sloops and boats which caused many of the large vessels to be set adrift. If this were not the case, many of the European vessels that are well fitted out and have good cables and anchors, might probably be able to withstand such a hurricane in this harbor. Loss would not be so considerable.

We were much distressed at this time for a glass of good water because that in the cisterns, and there were but 5, had become mixed with sea water, so that we were obliged to make use of rain water which collected from some of the houses in casks. A glass of clear water is certainly the most healthy and pleasant drink in the West Indies.

We were a long time without any fruit, greens and vegetables which are so necessary here for preservation of health. It was some time before we were able to eat bananas, peas, salads and various other greens.

Our little island looked quite destroyed. The trees were destitute of leaves. Everything presented so bare and desolate an appearance that you would have thought the whole had been burnt down. But through the aid of a kind Providence, we were blessed with refreshing showers of rain.

Trade increased and foreigners were daily coming to St. Thomas. More than 100 persons became burghers. A number of vessels were purchased, and in consequence, the Danish flag was to be seen more frequently on the seas. Many vessels arrived from Altona, Hamburg, Copenhagen, Flensberg and Bremen. All returned home laden with produce. Trade and navigation were in demand and rents rose very high.

It was a matter of great distress that so many persons died of the yellow-fever after this dreadful hurricane, especially among the seafaring class. Many of the vessels that were lying in the harbor lost the greatest part of their crews. The Danish brig “Jane” from Altona, lost her captain, the mate and her many men. C.P. Haycken, who came out with the brig as a boatswain, commanded her as her captain on her return to Altona.

We had much rain, thunder and...
lightening and several shocks from earthquake.

In the missionary church in Nisky, 25 children were baptized, 22 adults and 5 children died. In the church at Newherrnhut, 23 were baptized, 8 adults and 10 children died.

1795

Trade became more animated.

Four or five respectable English merchants arrived here from St. Eustatius and commenced business. These merchants had vessels of their own which navigated under Letters of Marque and were allowed to sail without convoy.

Note: Based on English law at the time, Letters of Marque were granted by the King, or his designated authorities, to any or all English subjects, owners of vessels, who felt themselves oppressed or grieved in time of truce by any foreigners, and where justice was flagrantly denied by that state to which the oppressor belonged.

By virtue of these letters, the holder could attack and seize property of the aggressor nation without hazard of being condemned as a robber or pirate.

- I.P.

Nissen continued:

Many British vessels arrived here, also, under convoy and returned in the same manner with produce. The convoys sailed from Tortola three or four times in the course of the year. Much business was done under the Danish flag and the merchants in general made large profits.

A number of vessels visited the island from Hamburg, Altona, Flensburg, Copenhagen and Bremen. Produce was in demand and each year rose in price.

The French sent hither a few vessels which they had captured from the English convoys during the night. All these goods were usually sold at auction. The prices were stipulated in pieces of eight, bits and stivers. The English merchants who had arrived here lately did not understand this method of reckoning. They requested the Government to have it altered to dollars and cents in future, which was granted. After that time everyone commenced keeping their books and accounting in dollars and cents and everything was bought and sold in the same coin. On the whole, this was much more convenient as accounts are kept more readily in dollars and cents than in pieces of eight, bits of reals and stivers.

The inns were always crowded and the streets not less so. At that time we had no public houses or taverns at which respectable strangers could be accommodated or lodged. It was common practice with foreigners to bring letters of introduction to some of our merchants. They were hospitably received and lodged in their homes. The custom of giving dinner parties was introduced at which hard drinking became usual, so that very seldom indeed were the guests permitted to return home perfectly sober. This was particularly the custom in the English houses.

The hours for business or work and for dinner were altered. At 6 o’clock in the morning we now took coffee. We breakfasted at 10 and dined at 5 o’clock. The workmen remained at their work until 9, then went home for breakfast. They returned at 10 o’clock and remained until 4. Some were often occupied until a later hour.

A great many tradesmen arrived here to the island, but again the yellow fever proved destructive to many, especially those foreigners who had lately arrived.

Sugar was bought at seven to nine dollars, coffee, sixteen to eighteen, Spanish cotton, fourteen to sixteen. St. Thomas, ditto, twenty-eight to thirty. The inhabitants commenced to plant cotton. Rum, forty-six to fifty dollars without the puncheon. Pto. Rico tobacco, seven to nine dollars. Gin, six dollars.

At Nisky, 23 persons were baptized. 29 adults and 11 children died. At Newherrnhut, 20 were baptized. 2 adults and 9 children died.

STHT will continue to publish these articles in future newsletters.
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Upcoming Events:

Twice Weekly Hassel Island Tours
Call the Trust Office at 774-5541 for next tour

January 20 - February 7
Archeological Dig under Main Street
Volunteers needed. Call Trust office at 774-5541

January 26 - February 1st
“The Lady In Red Visits”
Art Show with all sales of prints, books and T-shirts by Shansi Miller going to support the Renovation of Fort Christian • at Yacht Haven Grande

January 31st
Fundraising Cocktail Party
Learn about the history of Fort Christian Yacht Haven Grande, $50 per person
Call 774-5541 for Reservations & Info

February 2014 • TBA
Chair Caning Seminars
10 Lessons teaching how to do this almost lost art $100 for the series.